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Abstract—User-perceived performance slowdown in mobile
apps can occur in unpredictable and sophisticated ways, with
root cause spanning at different layers (app or system layer).
There is a lack of effective approaches to provide cross-layer,
holistic insights to diagnose unpredictable performance slowdown
on mobile platforms, motivating us to develop PerfProbe as a
performance diagnosis framework for mobile platforms. PerfProbe monitors app performance and records app and systemlayer runtime information in a lightweight manner on mobile
devices, and performs systematic, novel statistical analysis on
collected runtime traces at different layers to localize code-level
performance variance in the form of critical functions and zoom
into them to pinpoint system-level root causes in the form of
relevant resource factors to explain the performance slowdown.
PerfProbe effectively diagnoses performance slowdown due to
various root causes in 22 popular Android apps from real-world
usage monitoring and in-lab testing, by providing holistic, crosslayer insights to help the root cause diagnosis. Diagnosis ﬁndings
from PerfProbe provide actionable insights for root cause ﬁnding
and guiding real-world app developers’ code ﬁxing or adjustment
of platform-level policies to reduce user-perceived latency of
6 real Android apps by 32-86%. PerfProbe incurs small system
overhead and impact to app performance at runtime and is
suitable for real-world deployment.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the rapid advancement of mobile computing and
networking technologies, mobile devices have become ubiquitous and the app market is multiplying. Today’s Google
Play store stocks over 2 million Android apps with over 50
billions of total downloads [30], [13]. Different from serverbased applications, mobile apps are user-facing and highly
interactive, and usually running on a resource-constrained and
dynamic environment. These unique runtime features make
apps more likely to be affected by internal device-speciﬁc
resource constraints (e.g., CPU, memory, disk) as well as
external environment factors, including network quality and
server-side delay. Variance of some key factors may lead to
large variation in user-perceived latency, degradation of which
is an important type of quality-of-experience (QoE) problems
for mobile apps. As one critical performance metric for a wide
variety of interactive apps, user-perceived latency has recently
drawn attention from the research community [56], [73] and
app industry [29]. Google’s RAIL performance model [46]
shows that a user may lose focus on the task they are performing if the system response takes over 1 second. Therefore, it
becomes crucial to uncover performance degradation in critical
user interactions and diagnose them at the early testing or
deployment stage, so as to provide app developer or device

vendors with useful hints for implementing effective strategies
to ensure app responsiveness and good user experience.
Our empirical study on 100 popular Android apps shows
that user-perceived performance for key user interactions in
an app can degrade by multiple times in some runs. As
later shown by our diagnosis, such unpredictable performance
slowdown can be due to speciﬁc runtime context (§V-C) or
code-level design issues (§V-A). Pinpointing these sophisticated factors requires analyzing app and system-layer information collected at runtime. On the one hand, localizing codelevel performance variance with common program abstractions
(e.g., function) provides semantically meaningful hints for root
cause reasoning and code ﬁxing by human developers. On the
other hand, system-wide runtime events record ﬁne-grained
details on how an app interacts with system resources over
time, which may help app developers quantify the runtime
cost of their code to certain types of resource, especially
when an invoked third-party library is proprietary or too
complex to understand its resource intensity. Such resourcelevel root cause reasoning is also useful to guide device
vendors’ reﬁnement of system-level conﬁgurations or policies
(e.g., buffer size, frequency governor, code ofﬂoading [58],
[60], [59]) to achieve better mobile performance.
Unfortunately, we see a lack of effective approach to provide
such cross-layer, holistic insights for helping the diagnosis of
unpredictable performance slowdown on mobile platforms. To
ﬁll this gap, we develop PerfProbe as a performance diagnosis
framework for mobile platforms. PerfProbe does not require
app source code and takes app binary as input. Developers
can specify their interested user interactions to be monitored
through its conﬁguration interface. PerfProbe then monitors
performance of these interactions triggered by real-world
usage and records app and system-layer runtime information in
a lightweight manner on a mobile device. Once performance
slowdown is detected, PerfProbe performs ofﬂine diagnosis
by associating the collected runtime traces at different layers
using a statistical learning approach. PerfProbe provides crosslayer, informative insights as its diagnosis output to facilitate
the root cause analysis by app developers or device vendors:
1) critical function showing the executed function calls whose
slowdown is most correlated to performance degradation; 2)
relevant resource factor indicating what system resource (e.g.,
computation, network, disk, etc.) a critical function interacting
with is most correlated to the slowdown of the function.
Motivated by a real-world app study and subsequent diagnostic

evaluation, our cross-layer characterization approach enables
resource-level understanding compared to existing app-level
proﬁling approaches [81] (§II-A), and achieves higher accuracy in pinpointing the relevant resource factors causing performance slowdown than existing OS monitoring or resource
proﬁling approaches [85], [11], [32], [66] (§V-D).
To develop PerfProbe, we overcome two major research
challenges. First, recording ﬁne-grained app and OS-layer
runtime information can incur large overhead to a mobile
device and degrades app performance, inﬂuencing both user
experience and accuracy of problem diagnosis. To address this
challenge, we propose a novel model-driven adaptive sampling
mechanism to accommodate the different levels of proﬁling
overhead incurred by different apps on different devices and
achieve lightweight call stack proﬁling. It performs real-time
monitoring of the performance impact to an app due to
proﬁling its call stack and based on that adjusting the call
stack dumping frequency to limit its impact within some
conﬁgurable threshold (§III-B). Second, a user interaction in
real apps usually involves execution across dozens or hundreds
of threads and even across process boundary, with different
threads bounded by different system resources. To overcome
this challenge, we propose a novel statistical analysis approach
that ﬁrst zooms into app-level execution to identify a small
set of critical functions and then pinpoints their underlying
resource factors relevant to the cause of performance variance
(§IV). As one main novelty of our system, this two-step critical
function and resource factor characterization imitates human
inspection, but involves no manual efforts.
Our work makes the following research contributions:
• We develop a lightweight performance monitoring mechanism with smaller performance impact than state-of-theart for mobile platforms that collects detailed app and
system-layer runtime information to support the diagnosis
of unpredictable performance slowdown in mobile apps.
• We design an automated, systematic cross-layer characterization approach that performs two-step statistical
characterization on app and OS-layer traces to pinpoint
critical functions and their underlying relevant resource
factors for explaining the cause of unpredictable performance slowdown in mobile apps. This cross-layer
characterization approach by design can be generalized to
diagnosing similar performance issues in other software
systems.
• Diagnosis ﬁndings from PerfProbe on real-world performance issues provide valuable insights for guiding codelevel ﬁxing of real-world app developers and adjustment
of platform-level policies to reduce user-perceived latency
of 6 real Android apps by 32-86%.
In the following sections, we will use the term performance
or user-perceived latency interchangeably.
II. M OTIVATION & A PPROACH
In this section, we motivate the need of associating app and
OS-layer runtime information for performance analysis using
a popular Android app as a motivating example (§II-A) and

 
 

 
 


 
 

 
 

 
 


 


 

 



 



 

 
 

  

 
 



 



 




  

 

 





Fig. 1. Performance slowdown due to different root causes (length of the
arrows corresponding to execution time) in Run 1, 2, 3 (from left to right).
No slowdown in Run 1.

present a key design challenge to achieve our diagnosis goal
(§II-B).
A. Motivating Example
We study SSE, a popular Android encryption app, in which
users click a UI button to encrypt a ﬁle stored in SD card.
Perturbing different resources in the system consistently causes
severe performance degradation. Figure 1 illustrates the execution workﬂow for this interaction in different runs. In this
interaction, the main/UI thread invokes a worker thread to
execute an encryption function that performs three operations:
read the ﬁle from SD card, encrypt the bits and write the
encrypted ﬁle to SD card. Performance slowdown that occurs
in 2nd and 3rd run, however, are due to different resource
bottlenecks – slow disk I/O in loading the ﬁle from the local
storage in one run and insufﬁcient CPU cycles for performing
computation-intensive encrypting operations in the other run.
The beneﬁts of associating app and OS-layer runtime information together for performance diagnosis are two-fold. First,
app-level proﬁling [35], [81] may identify what function calls
lead to performance variance (critical functions SCrypt.scryptN
or Posix.readBytes in Table II) under different resource perturbations, but is unable to pinpoint underlying resource bottlenecks that are unique to the runtime. Domain knowledge on
the script or posix library is required for understanding. In fact,
performance slowdowns observed in our deployment study
were caused by app’s invocation of certain system resources
that become a bottleneck (e.g., computation bottleneck due to
the CPU frequency cap enforced by DVFS governor policies in
§V-C1, disk I/O bottleneck due to the read-ahead buffer limit in
§V-C2, etc.), which can hardly be uncovered by analyzing applayer execution alone. Second, applying traditional resource
proﬁling [11], [32] or tracking system calls [66] or primitive
OS events [85] loses track of details of program semantic
(e.g., functions) and cannot provide developers with easy-toreason hints to enable further code-level inspection. Moreover,
traditional resource proﬁling [11], [32] alone, as shown by
our evaluation (§V-D), is sometimes too coarse-grained to
accurately pinpoint the true resource bottleneck.
PerfProbe’s cross-layer diagnosis approach aims to address
these limitations. It localizes to function calls with running
time correlated to the performance variance (a.k.a., critical
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Fig. 2. Proﬁling in different sampling intervals and hardware platforms


functions), and pinpoints what system resources (e.g., CPU,
network, disk, etc.) they interact with cause their running time
variance (a.k.a., relevant resource factors). In above example,
PerfProbe further pinpoints CPU as the resource bottleneck for
SCrypt.scryptN and disk I/O for Posix.readBytes (Table II).
B. Proﬁling Challenge
Android’s built-in proﬁler Traceview [35] (integrated in
CPU proﬁler [20] in latest Android) provides runtime visibility
of an app’s call stack and can be used for characterizing critical
functions. While its sampling mode [20], which captures the
call stack at ﬁxed sampling intervals, is suggested for reducing
the performance impact to apps, if it is kept always-on for
proﬁling an actively used app, the app is likely to become
unresponsive and throw an ANR error. Thus, we propose to
support event-triggered proﬁling on only developer-conﬁgured
user interactions (§III-A). Also, our empirical study indicates
that small sampling intervals may still introduce high overhead
to the runtime execution, especially when it involves CPU
or disk I/O intensive workload. Figure 2 shows the proﬁling
overhead (in relative increase of latency due to proﬁling) under
different sampling intervals when the computation-intensive
optical character recognition (OCR) is performed to extract
texts from images in 3 popular apps. First, the 10-95% overhead incurred by small sampling intervals are unacceptable for
real-world deployment. Second, this large overhead may skew
the running time of function calls and affect the accuracy in
pinpointing app-layer execution slowdown [8]. For example,
proﬁling of App 3 on Nexus 4 device incurs 2-3x increase in
running time of ﬁle operations, causing corresponding function
calls (with small running time in reality) to be wrongly
identiﬁed as execution hotspots.
As Figure 2 implies, large sampling intervals may lead to
smaller overhead, but by design prevent capturing of function
calls completed within a sampling interval and thus hinder
ﬁne-grained performance inspection. Moreover, though the
proﬁling overhead commonly decreases when the sampling
interval scales up, the performance impact of proﬁling varies
across apps with similar workload and across platforms for a
same app. One approach to ﬁnd a proper sampling interval that
preserves sufﬁcient proﬁling granularity with small runtime

Fig. 3. PerfProbe overview (“+/-” represents good/bad performance labels)

overhead is proﬁling in advance, but becomes hard to scale
given the large number of apps and high variety of platforms.
To address this challenge, we propose to track the performance
impact caused by proﬁling at runtime and based on which
adjust the sampling interval to constrain the proﬁling overhead
to the current app execution below some conﬁgurable bound.
Our approach is agnostic to apps or platforms and requires no
extra manual efforts (§III-B).
C. System Overview
As illustrated in Figure 3, PerfProbe consists of two key
modules: an on-device performance monitoring module
(§III) and a problem diagnosis module deployed on a server
(§IV). Its workﬂow has following steps: 1) App binaries are
installed and targeted user interactions are conﬁgured on a
rooted mobile device running PerfProbe; 2) The on-device
PerfProbe manager in the performance monitoring module
controls the proﬁling of preconﬁgured interactions and records
multi-layer runtime traces, which are periodically uploaded to
a remote server (e.g., once per day); 3) The problem diagnosis
module analyzes traces to detect unpredictable performance
slowdown in a user interaction and if any slowdown is detected
performs further diagnosis to provide app developers or device
vendors with cross-layer diagnosis insights.
III. P ERFORMANCE M ONITORING
PerfProbe’s performance monitoring module measures the
latency of user interactions by instrumenting Android’s UI
framework to intercept common UI input and update events,
and records the app-layer runtime execution using Traceview [35] and system-wide OS events using Panappticon [6],
which together form the input to the diagnosis module. To
mitigate the runtime overhead caused by this cross-layer
monitoring, we make two improvements on existing proﬁling
mechanism in Android.
A. Event-Triggered Proﬁling
We instrument UI event handlers in Android’s framework
to monitor user’s invocation on UI components of an app in

the run time and start the proﬁler when certain UI component
(e.g., a touch button on a particular view) is invoked. The
PerfProbe manager provides an interface for developers to
conﬁgure user interactions to be proﬁled, by providing the
resource ID (which is device independent and determined at
compile time) of the UI components for denoting input and
output of an interaction, app package name of an interaction,
and proﬁling parameters including the proﬁler’s sampling
frequency and proﬁling duration. In the run time, when a
pre-conﬁgured input UI component is invoked, an intent is
broadcasted and intercepted by PerfProbe manager, which then
launches the proﬁler based on the conﬁguration. Auxiliary
information (e.g., timestamp, location, network trace, CPU
load, system log) when proﬁling an interaction can also be
optionally recorded by PerfProbe manager. This asynchronous
messaging, by separating the app execution from the proﬁling
process, aims to prevent any stall on the app due to the launch
of proﬁling. One concern with this design is that the proﬁler
may miss some early phase of the app execution, since the app
does not wait once sending the intent. Through our empirical
study on a wide range of apps (§V-B), we validate that proﬁled
events consistently cover key execution of an interaction, since
intent messages are received promptly by PerfProbe manager
and proﬁling starts immediately after a user input is performed.

B. Adaptation of Sampling Intervals
Android’s proﬁler in sampling mode runs as a background
thread spawned from an app and periodically (at sampling
interval) records the call stack of each thread in an app process
sequentially, during which the whole app process (i.e., all its
threads) is paused. This pause is the major source of overhead
in proﬁling an app. Due to this design, the pause time depends
on the number of threads in an app process and also the
running time of the proﬁler thread, which can be affected
by runtime resources of the platform. Our empirical study on
apps of different categories shows that the pause time for one
sampling may vary from several to hundreds of milliseconds.
Following the intuition that proﬁling should be made less
frequent to cause shorter pause to an app when the app is
performing resource-intensive operations, we propose to adjust
the sampling interval at runtime based on the pause duration
observed in most recent proﬁling and the computation intensity
of current execution in an app. Based on our observation on
the source overhead, we deﬁne the relative proﬁling overhead
(i.e., the percentage of increase in app latency due to pause
P (n)
for proﬁling) as O(n) = S(n)+P
(n) , where P (n) denotes
the observed app pause duration, S(n) denotes the sampling
interval for nth proﬁling round. To limit the proﬁling overhead, O(n + 1), below some conﬁgurable bound during the
intervals when the proﬁled app will be experiencing high load,
we determine a new sampling interval S(n + 1) using the
following equations with a user conﬁgurable bound, denoted
as T (0 < T ≤ 1). Parameter T in our experiments is set to
0.03. Note that we also need to ensure that the new sampling

interval is not shorter than the current pause duration.

max(S(n), P (n), P T(n) − P (n)), if high load
S(n+1) =
max(P (n), min(S(n), P T(n) − P (n))), otherwise
Following this adaptation model, small sampling intervals
(e.g., 1ms) are initialized when proﬁling starts and the sampling interval is updated after each sampling. In our current
design, an app is classiﬁed as at high load if its total CPU
usage time across multiple cores in the most recent sampling
round exceeds the sampling interval.
IV. P ROBLEM D IAGNOSIS
As show in Figure 3, the input to the diagnosis module
includes function call proﬁles, UI event logs and OS event
traces from deployed devices. User-perceived latencies of an
interaction can be determined from UI event logs. Performance
labels, with the labeling criteria speciﬁed by developers,
indicates the occurrence of slowdown in one run based on
the distribution of all measured latencies of an interaction. In
our evaluation, we use a binary indicator for labeling: given
runs of an interaction found with long tail latency doubling or
multiplying average latency, any run with perceived latency
higher than a threshold is associated with a bad performance
label and otherwise a good label. If any unpredictable slowdown is detected, a two-step trace-based diagnosis (detailed
as follows) is performed to provide human developers with
app and OS-layer diagnostic insights and facilitate root cause
identiﬁcation.
A. Approach Overview
Running on a cloud server, the diagnosis module performs
trace analysis by ﬁrst zooming into an app-level program
execution and then inspecting its interaction with OS in two
sequential steps, in order to gain holistic insights on the source
of problem at app program level and the cause of problem
at system level. Speciﬁcally, as illustrated in Figure 3, the
ﬁrst step takes the performance labels and app and library
function call trace for many runs of an interaction as input, and
pinpoints a small subset of functions (a.k.a., critical functions)
within the function call trace that are most accountable for the
performance variance. For each critical function, its executing
thread and time intervals are also generated in the output.
The second step leverages the output of the ﬁrst step and
OS event traces as input to extract runtime resource usage
features relevant to the execution of each critical function,
including but not limited to CPU, network, disk resource
usage and IPC usage, and associates each critical function to
one or several resource usage features based on correlation
explain what causes its execution slowdown. Finally, both
the critical functions and their relevant resource factors are
presented to human developers to guide their further root cause
analysis of the performance variance. We select functions as
one diagnosis output because they are program semantic-rich
and easy-to-reason for developers, and resource factors as the
other because they are usually related to the root cause of

performance variance. The remaining subsections present the
technical details of this two-step analysis.
B. Critical Function Characterization
In critical function characterization, a candidate set of
critical functions is ﬁrst selected. Decision tree based learning,
taking each run as one data sample, in which the total
execution time of each critical function candidate acts as an
input feature and the performance label as an input label, is
performed to identify a small set of critical functions with
execution time correlated to the performance variance. In the
generated tree, each node corresponds to a critical function.
Critical function candidate. A critical function satisﬁes the
following requirements:
• A critical function consumes a signiﬁcant amount of
execution time of an interaction, based on the intuition
that time-consuming functions tend to cause a stronger
impact on the user-perceived latency of an interaction.
• The execution time of a critical function varies significantly between runs with different performance labels,
based on the intuition that the extra time spent in that
function will contribute to the overall user-perceived
latency if it causes the performance slowdown.
To fulﬁll the ﬁrst requirement, we compute the total time
spent in each function for each run based on the function
call trace. Then we pick the top-K functions with longest total
execution time in each run and merge them across runs to
form a candidate set of critical functions. To satisfy the second
requirement, we aim to select a small set of functions from
the candidate set such that their total execution time in runs
with performance slowdown is consistently longer than that in
runs without performance slowdown. In other words, we can
apply conjunction on this set of functions to discriminate runs
with good performance labels from those with bad labels.
Identifying critical functions. We construct a decision tree
to understand what functions are most correlated to the
performance variance. We use decision trees for two main
reasons. First, a decision tree using a compact combination of
features selected from a large feature set naturally determines
a linear boundary to separate data samples with different
labels. Second, a decision tree well depicts the preconditions
for performance slowdown: with each node identifying a
critical function, given a path from the root node to some
leaf containing performance slowdown instances alone, the
conjunction of nodes along this path deﬁnes a precondition for
the slowdown, and the disjunction of all such paths deﬁne a set
of preconditions under which performance slowdown occurs.
Decision tree details. We use mutual information gain as the
criteria for node selection. Before the decision tree characterization, we ﬁrst apply function pruning by evaluating the
relative difference of the total time feature for each function f
in the candidate set: prune f if (mf− - mf+ ) <α (pf95 - pf5 ). The
relative difference is the absolute difference of means over the
central range of a feature’s values in groups by performance
labels (i.e., mf− , mf+ ), where central range is the difference
between the two 95-percentile values pf95 and pf5 . α is set as 0.1

Fig. 4. Decision tree to characterize critical functions in Vine interaction
(two slowdown preconditions as conjunctions of nodes from the root to
a highlighted leaf, recvfromBytes and SSL read identiﬁed as critical
functions, the other two nodes are pruned because the latency of their
corresponding functions is insigniﬁcant)

by empirical study. The remaining functions in the candidate
set provide the input features, which along with performance
labels will be used for feature selection to generate splitting
nodes of a decision tree. In feature selection, given a set
of features with equally highest mutual information gain, we
select one with largest relative difference as the splitting node.
Moreover, to reduce the variance and avoid overﬁtting, we
stop generating a splitting node when it reaches certain depth
or contains too few samples. Through our empirical study, we
ﬁnd that the depth of a generated decision tree does not usually
go beyond 4 when data samples are completely separated.
We also exclude a node from being considered as a critical
function when it contains too few samples, or when its split
gap (i.e., minimum distance between good and bad samples)
is not signiﬁcant, or when the latency of its corresponding
function is not signiﬁcant. We leverage the scikit-learn library
to implement our decision tree and conﬁgure the decision tree
to compute gini and apply a best split heuristic for feature
selection [38].
An illustrative example. We use the Vine interaction to
showcase our diagnosis ﬂow. From the deployment study,
we observe 10 out of 100 runs of Vine interaction (listed
in Table VI) show user waiting 2x long as the median. The
decision tree generated from critical function characterization
is shown in Figure 4 that identiﬁes 2 critical functions,
recvfromBytes and SSL read.
C. Resource Factor Characterization
The resource factor characterization takes the output of
the critical function characterization as input and aims to
understand what resource usage causes execution slowdown
in each critical function. To achieve that, we ﬁrst proﬁle the
resource usage for each critical function by identifying its
execution intervals, under which key resource usage features
are extracted. Decision tree learning is then applied on each
critical function across runs as data samples, with resource
usage features as input features and a binary indicator for
the execution time of the critical function as input labels, to

identify the resource factors relevant to the slowdown of that
critical function.
Identifying relevant execution intervals. Given a set of
critical functions, we deﬁne a thread executing it as a critical
thread and its duration as a relevant execution interval. Thus,
a relevant execution interval corresponds to a critical function
and a critical thread. The next step of diagnosis is to narrow
down to these execution intervals and reason why slowdown
happens in each critical function.
To determine the most relevant resource factors, we construct a set of resource features for each critical function.
We summarize key resource features in Table I. Note that the
resource usage feature set is extensible for the characterization.
For each run, we then sum up each type of resource usage
under all relevant execution intervals to form one resource
feature for a critical function.
Extracting resource usage features. To compute how
much time is spent in CPU running state, in interruptible/uninterruptible sleep state or in the ready state waiting
for context switch-in, we rely on the context switch events
within a relevant execution interval. To extract network or
disk blocking time, we analyze the I/O blocking events within
a relevant execution interval. To obtain IPC wait time, we
compute the waiting time between each binder request and
response within a relevant execution interval. We also compute
the average CPU frequency when a thread is occupying CPU
across its relevant execution intervals based on frequency
governor events.
Pinpointing relevant resource factors. The resource factor
characterization of each critical function is also achieved
through decision tree learning similar to that in the critical
function characterization, in which a corresponding node for
a critical function contains a subset of runs that becomes input
samples to the characterization at this step. The input features
of each sample consists of the key resource usage features
for a critical function. In the critical function characterization,
a threshold on execution time has also been determined for
each critical function, which is used for labeling the input
data in this step. In other words, the label indicates whether
execution slowdown occurs in a critical function. The same
feature pruning and node selection technique applied to critical
function characterization are followed to construct a decision
tree, in which each node identifying a resource usage feature
relevant to the slowdown of a critical function. Using the
example in Figure 4, all 100 samples (88 positive, 12 negative)
are used to characterize the resource factor for recvfromBytes,
resulting in a decision tree with the network blocking time
as its root (i.e., relevant resource factor). Analysis of 88
samples in the left branch (87 positive, 1 negative) pinpoints
interruptible sleep time as the relevant resource factor for
SSL read.
V. E VALUATION
We perform controlled experiments on 5 real Android apps
with synthetic performance variance introduced by perturbing different system resources or triggering a programming

mistake into app source code (summarized in Table II) in
some runs. Diagnosis results demonstrate that our diagnosis
approach can always localize functions with injected faults or
correctly pinpoints the perturbed system resource.
We also conduct a real-world deployment and diagnosis
study to answer following questions. How useful is PerfProbe in guiding root cause diagnosis and code ﬁxing of
unpredictable performance issues for real-world app developers (§V-A)? How effective is PerfProbe in diagnosing realworld unpredictable performance issues with popular Android
apps (§V-B & §V-C)? What beneﬁt can PerfProbe’s crosslayer characterization achieve compared to existing diagnosis
approaches (e.g., monitoring system calls, resource proﬁling)
(§V-D)? How much overhead can PerfProbe incur to a mobile
device and how much performance impact can our adaptive
sampling reduce (§V-E)?
A. Android App Developer Study
We apply PerfProbe to diagnose user-reported performance
problems in 6 open-source Android apps (user rating above
3.5 and over 50K downloads) and report our ﬁndings to
their developers for feedbacks. Speciﬁcally, we mimic app
developers to conduct followup debugging based on the critical
functions and relevant resource factors output from PerfProbe.
To quantify the extra manual effort for code inspection with
hints from PerfProbe, we deﬁne a metric relative extra effort
based on prior works [64], [71], as the ratio of the portion of
app source code we manually inspected based on the critical
functions from PerfProbe to the portion of app source code
invoked in the run time (i.e., baseline).
Table III shows the relative extra effort and summarizes the
root cause ﬁndings (detailed in app’s GitHub issue tracker)
for each issue. With PerfProbe, less than 3% of the executed
source code needs to be inspected and the pinpointed resource
factors give direct explanation to the running time variance
in pinpointed critical functions. We reported our ﬁndings
through GitHub’s issue tracker to app developers and obtained
acknowledgment from developers of 3 apps (highlighted in
Table III). Based on followup analysis using PerfProbe’s
output, we also suggested feasible optimizing solutions to
some issues. The iNaturalist and Riot developer invited us to
submit pull requests for our suggested solutions. Our suggested
strategy for iNaturalist [39], implemented in 90 lines of code,
has been adopted by its developer (detailed as follows).
Case study. iNaturalist app (over 500K downloads in Google
Play) enables users to view or upload plant and animal observations. PerfProbe pinpoints Posix.recvfromBytes (invoked by
getAllGuides) as the critical function, with network blocking
time as its relevant resource factor. To trace the source of
network blocking, we investigate the deﬁnition of getAllGuides
and discover that a series of HTTP requests are issued sequentially to retrieve many (>1000) JSON objects. As we observe
that users cannot view all loaded items from the UI screen, we
suggest limiting the number of JSON objects to be retrieved
through HTTP requests and adding a “Load more” option
in the UI for users to choose whether to continue loading

Resource feature
CPU usage time
CPU wait time
CPU frequency
Interruptible sleep time
Uninterruptible sleep time
Network blocking time
Disk blocking time
IPC wait time

App
Download Manager [5]
H&M [15]
CNET [4]
Sudoku Solver [25]

Interaction
Download a ﬁle
View an item
View a post
Solve a grid
Encrypt a ﬁle from
SD card

SSE [40]

Description
Time spent in running state by thread T
Time spent in the ready state waiting for CPU by thread T
Average CPU frequency when thread T is running
Time when thread T is in interruptible sleep
Time when thread T is in uninterruptible sleep
Time when thread T is blocking for network I/O
Time when thread T is blocking for local disk I/O
Time spent in inter-process communication by thread T
TABLE I
R ESOURCE USAGE FEATURES

Injected problem

Critical function

Relevant resource factor

Network delay

Posix.recvfromBytes

Network blocking time

Programming ﬂaw

SudokuCore.solveMethodOptimised

CPU usage time

Background load
Throttled disk access

SCrypt.scryptN
Posix.readBytes

CPU wait time
Disk blocking time

TABLE II
D IAGNOSIS RESULTS FOR SYNTHETIC PERFORMANCE ISSUES

App
iNaturalist [16]
Riot [36]
K9 Mail [26]
c:geo [3]
GeoHash Droid [10]
Tomahawk Player [47]

Interaction
Click Guides tab
Open chat room
Sync mailbox
Search nearby cache
Launch app
Search songs keyword

Root cause summary
Overloaded sequential web requests [39] ∗
Web requests and computation delay for bitmap decoding [41] ∗
Occasional loss and re-establishment of IMAP connection [24] ∗
Delay for sequential web requests [22]
Location query and computation delay for map rendering [42]
Web server unavailability [23]

Relative extra effort
0.45%
2.43%
0.70%
0.33%
2.78%
0.81%

TABLE III
S UMMARY OF DIAGNOSIS REPORTING : ∗ INDICATES OUR REPORT IS ACKNOWLEDGED BY APP DEVELOPER

Category
Tool
Shopping
News
Social
Media
Navigation
Other

more new items in order to reduce the user waiting time for
UI update [39]. We implemented our suggested strategy [39]
by adding 90 lines of code and validated that it reduces the
user-waiting time for this interaction by 86%. Eventually, the
developer adopted our suggestion and changed the app to load
only the ﬁrst page of items for better interactive experience [7].

To diagnose unpredictable performance slowdown issues in
the real world, we deploy PerfProbe’s monitoring module on
Nexus 4 and 6 devices to monitor common user interactions
for a wide range of popular Android apps. We select topranked Android apps [2], [12] from different categories and
obtain in total 100 popular apps (summarized in Table IV).
For each app, we identiﬁed a common interaction based on our
domain knowledge of an app and conﬁgure PerfProbe manager
to monitor it. In each deployment run, a subset of selected
apps were installed on a test device and replaced by another
subset in the next run. To mimic real-world daily usage,
a device was brought to different locations, including an
ofﬁce, campus, and residential environment (all with WiFi
access), where UI inputs were automatically replayed using
UIAutomator [48] to launch an interaction randomly picked
from the preconﬁgured ones. During the deployment, each
preconﬁgured interaction was performed for sufﬁciently many
times (65∼110 runs).
Out of the 100 apps, we discover 11 apps (spanning 6 main
categories in Table IV) in which tail latencies are 1.5∼8x as

Downloads
500K∼500M
10M∼500M
50K∼1B
50M∼5B
100M∼500M
100M∼5B
50K∼500M

A NDROID APPS FOR PERFORMANCE MONITORING IN THE REAL WORLD

1
0.9
0.8

Flipp
Meitu
OfferUp
Where Am I
Sina News
VLC Player
Google Translate
Vine
Text Fairy
AI Camera
TF Detect

0.7
0.6
CDF

B. Real-World Deployment

# of apps
32
15
10
8
6
5
24
TABLE IV

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
1

10

100

User waiting time (second)

Fig. 5. Unpredictable performance slowdown in popular Android apps

long as the median latency. Figure 5 shows the distribution of
waiting time for the user interactions of these apps (listed in
Table V). Root cause analysis based on PerfProbe’s cross-layer
trace diagnosis is presented in §V-C.

Interaction
Launch app to play a video
Launch app to load ﬂyers
Launch app to load deals
Click a bookmarked post
Translate texts in an image
Play a video from SD card
Enhance a photo in SD card
View current address
Extract texts in an image
Detect objects in camera
Detect objects in camera
TABLE V

Version
5.18.0
5.0.1
2.2.25
4.9.5
5.5.0
2.0.6
5.1.9.1
1.14
3.0.8
Demo
1.0.0

CPU Frequency (GHz)

App
Vine [49]
Flipp [9]
OfferUp [31]
Sina News [37]
Google Translate [14]
VLC Player [50]
Meitu [28]
Where Am I [51]
Text Fairy [44]
AI Camera [1]
TF Detect [45]

1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

Fast run
Slow run
Improved
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Fig. 6. CPU frquency for executing critical function over time

A NDROID APPS WITH UNPREDICTABLE PERFORMANCE SLOWDOWN

C. Diagnosis of Performance Issues
We apply PerfProbe to diagnose performance variance
(listed in Table V) uncovered in our deployment study (§V-B).
We label a run as performance slowdown if its waiting time is
longer than the median waiting time by one or two standard
deviation, depending on the skewness of the distribution of
the user waiting time. Table VI summarizes the diagnosis
output of PerfProbe for each case, with their diagnosis details
documented in an anonymous website [33]. We also perform
further analysis and validation based on PerfProbe’s diagnosis
ﬁndings as follows.
• For CPU frequency bound, by reconﬁguring existing
userspace parameters of the Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) governors [27], the tail latency
of 3 CPU-bounded interactions are reduced by 32-40%.
• For disk I/O factor, by applying a common tweak of a
system parameter to boost the access speed of on-device
SD card, the tail latency of 2 disk-bounded interactions
is reduced by near 50%.
• For network or server-side factor, we investigate network
trace captured by tcpdump for further validation.
• For GPS problem, we trace the destination of the
pinpointed inter-process communication to locate GPSrelated system process.
1) DVFS governor issue: This case study presents diagnosis and validation on 3 apps where performance is affected by
the computation speed controlled by DVFS governors.
Problem diagnosis. When performing ofﬂine OCR-based text
extraction using Text Fairy on a Nexus 4 device (1.5 GHz
quad-core Krait), as shown in Figure 5, a user may wait
extra 20 seconds (compared to 70 seconds in fast runs) for
English texts to be extracted from an image. PerfProbe identiﬁes TessBaseAPI.nativeGetHOCRText, deﬁned in Google’s
Tesseract OCR API [43] and invoked by a worker thread, as a
critical function for all slowdown instances. Furthermore, the
average CPU frequency is pinpointed as its relevant resource
factor. Based on the split threshold from the resource factor
characterization, the average frequency along the execution of
the critical fuction reaches above 1.2GHz for all fast runs.
Figure 6 shows the time series of the CPU frequency for the
core on which the critical function is executed for a randomly
picked fast and slow run in traces collected from our real-world
deployment. We can clearly see that the frequency scaling

gets stuck at 1.1GHz in some runs when executing the critical
function and thus leads to slowdown of the overall interaction.
Root cause validation. To validate the root cause in frequency
governor, we intentionally increase the upper frequency limit
for scaling (i.e., scaling max freq) to 1512MHz (maximum
available scaling frequency on Nexus 4) and also change the
governor type from ondemand (default governor type in Nexus
4) to performance right before an interaction is performed.
As a result, the tail user waiting time is reduced by 40%
(to 53 seconds). Interestingly, even when the ondemand or
interactive governor is used, the tail latency can be reduced
to 57 seconds by presetting scaling max freq to 1512MHz.
Figure 6 indicates the execution time for the critical function is
signiﬁcantly reduced when its execution ﬁnishes at maximum
frequency. Note that this strategy is unrealistic as a long-term
strategy given the energy and temperature constraint.
Object detection apps. Our diagnosis on AI Camera and TF
Detect also reveals CPU frequency as the resource bottleneck
for running the pinpointed critical functions for detecting
objects in a camera frame on a Nexus 6 device (2.7 GHz
quad-core Krait 450). Further investigation on the CPU states
leads us to the interactive frequency governor policy: scaling max freq is capped at 1958MHz when either app is
running. To improve their object detection performance, we
initialize scaling max freq as 2649MHz (maximum available
scaling frequency on Nexus 6) and set ondemand governor at
app launch. As a result, the per-frame object detection latency
is reduced by 32% on AI Camera and 40.6% on TF Detect.
2) Disk hardware issue: This case study presents diagnosis
and validation on 2 apps with performance degradation caused
by disk I/O.
Problem diagnosis. As shown in Figure 5, the latency for
playing an HD video (of size 35.5MB) from SD card in
VLC Player or processing a photo (of size 1.93MB) in SD
card in Meitu can take more than 2.5x of median (both
around 4 seconds) on a Nexus 4 device. PerfProbe reveals that
62.5% of slowdown instances are characterized by the critical
functionVideoPlayerActivity.onCreate on the main thread to
load the video playing activity, while the rest happen in executing the other critical function MediaCodec.start on the VLC
object thread. Both are bounded by disk blocking. Similarly,
PerfProbe pinpoints the critical function SmartBeautifyActivity.OnCreate and attributes its slowdown to slow disk I/O for

App
Vine
Sina News
Flipp
OfferUp
Google Translate
VLC Player

CDF

Meitu
Where Am I
Text Fairy
AI Camera
TF Detect

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Critical functions
Posix.recvfromBytes
NativeCrypto.SSL_read
Posix.recvfromBytes

Relevant resource factors
Network blocking time
Interruptible sleep time
Network blocking time

Root cause summary
network or server-side delay

NativeCrypto.SSL_read

Interruptible sleep time

network or server-side delay

network or server-side delay

VideoPlayerActivity.onCreate
Disk blocking time
MediaCodec.start
Disk blocking time
Slow SD card read speed
SmartBeautifyActivity.onCreate
Disk blocking time
Slow SD card read speed
MessageQueue.next
IPC wait time
GPS signal locking delay
TessBaseAPI.nativeGetHOCRText
CPU frequency
Frequency capped by governor policy
classificationFromCaffe2
CPU frequency
Frequency capped by governor policy
org.tensorflow.Senssion.run
CPU frequency
Frequency capped by governor policy
TABLE VI
D IAGNOSIS OUTPUT FOR REAL - WORLD PERFORMANCE SLOWDOWN

VLC Player
VLC Player (fixed)
Meitu
Meitu (fixed)

1

10

User waiting time (second)
Fig. 7. Performance improvement by mitigating disk I/O bottleneck

the photo enhancing interaction in Meitu.
Root cause validation. To validate the disk I/O bottleneck,
we increase the SD card access speed for Android devices
by tuning the read-ahead buffer [17], [19], [18]. The readahead buffer deﬁnes the size of a disk block to be loaded
into memory for each read. For long sequential ﬁle read
operation (e.g., copying large ﬁle from SD card), having a
larger read-ahead buffer will usually speed up the read process.
We ﬁnd its size is set to 128KB by default on Nexus 4
phones and can be conﬁgured through the sysfs interface.
Through empirical tuning, we ﬁnd the SD card read speed on
a Nexus 4 phone is improved signiﬁcantly as the size of readahead buffer increases from 128KB to 2048KB. Therefore,
we reconﬁgure the read-ahead cache size as 2048KB on our
Nexus 4 test device, while keeping the other setup unchanged,
to perform controlled testing on both interactions. Figure 7
shows the improvement of user waiting time for both apps
after increasing the read-ahead cache. Speciﬁcally, the tail user
waiting time is reduced by 45% (to below 6 seconds) for VLC
Player and by 42% (to below 7 seconds) for Meitu.
D. PerfProbe’s Beneﬁt Highlight
One baseline for performance diagnosis is identifying resource bottleneck from the overall resource usage throughout
the whole execution of an interaction. This approach leads to
misidentiﬁcation of resource bottlenecks in 8 out of 22 cases,
including Text Fairy, AI Camera, TF Detect (true cause

is the CPU frequency cap set by the DVFS governor), VLC
Player (true cause is disk I/O delay), Where Am I (true cause
is GPS handling delay), Riot (true cause is server-side delay
and waiting time on CPU resource) and K9 mail, iNaturalist
(true cause for both is server-side delay). Therefore, critical
function characterization is indeed necessary for achieving
high accuracy in pinpointing relevant resource factors.
Another baseline approach is monitoring system calls. For
issues due to the DVFS governor, while system calls can
hardly reveal frequency change on different CPU cores, identifying the computation bottleneck caused by frequency governor can be inaccurate even when general resource proﬁling is
used. For issues due to the disk I/O bottleneck, we try proﬁling
system calls using strace on both cases to check if the run
time of disk-related system calls has signiﬁcant variance to
account for the bottleneck, but ﬁnd that the total run time
spent in system calls for both cases take up less than 5%
of the overall latency and that disk-related calls do not show
signiﬁcant variance in the run time.
E. Runtime Impact & System Overhead
App performance impact. To evaluate the beneﬁt of our
adaptive sampling mechanism for app proﬁling, we conduct a controlled experiment to measure proﬁling impact on
app performance (i.e., increase of user-perceived latency in
PerfProbe) under adaptive and ﬁxed 10ms/20ms sampling
interval (baseline). Compared to ﬁxed sampling intervals, our
adaptive sampling mechanism increases the sampling interval
of Traceview when resource-intensive operations are ongoing
for some apps and converges at a larger interval to maintain
low runtime overhead. The sampling interval decreases and
converges to 5-50ms once those expensive operations ﬁnish.
For interactions in Table II, III, VI, adaptive sampling incurs
at most 3.5% increase of the median latency of an interaction,
while ﬁxed sampling intervals incur 3-22% increase. Note that
this 3.5% increase causes negligible effect to detecting and
diagnosing performance slowdown with at least 50% increase
of the overall latency. Though adaptive sampling may miss
function calls with small running time due to reduced sampling
frequency for accommodating resource-intensive operations,
the output critical functions and relevant resource factors for
all studied interactions remain consistent with ﬁxed sampling

intervals and adaptive sampling, mainly because only topK time-consuming functions are taken as input for critical
function characterization.
CPU & memory overhead. In our current prototype, PerfProbe manager uses a 10MB memory buffer for logging OS
kernel events, a 15MB buffer for Android framework events
and Traceview’s default 8MB buffer for an app’s call stack.
PerfProbe showed no noticeable increase in CPU or memory
usage in our deployment. We also measure the logging time
(averaged over 100K executions): logging a kernel event takes
less than 1 microsecond and logging a framework event takes
3.2 microseconds in an instrumented function.
Storage & energy overhead. In our current prototype, function call and OS event traces are stored in the local storage
of a device and periodically uploaded to a remote server
when certain network (e.g., in WiFi network) and/or battery
condition (e.g, charging state) is met. We conduct a controlled
measurement on a Nexus 4 device: based on the PhoneLab [34]
data we ﬁnd that 85% of the time real users perform no more
than 210 interactions per day, so we replay 210 interactions
on the 11 apps with performance slowdown uncovered from
the deployment study (§ V-B) using UIAutomator [48]
for 5 times with or without PerfProbe enabled, and measure
the average storage and energy overhead caused by PerfProbe. Measurement results show that each interaction incurs
10KB∼500KB function call trace and on average 2.2MB OS
event trace. Given the growing capacity of mobile device
storage and high availability of WiFi networks for trace
uploading, this storage overhead is acceptable for real-world
deployment of PerfProbe. Moreover, PerfProbe incurs only
1.9% energy overhead to a smartphone device.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Mobile performance diagnosis: Functionality bugs, crashes
or performance issues in mobile apps can be uncovered
through automated UI testing [52], [53], [74], [54], [80],
[63], [56], [62], [75], [76], [70], runtime analysis [68], [81],
[85], [56], [65], [82], [55] or static analysis [69], [73]. First,
static analysis is not proper for uncovering runtime cause of
performance issues since it does not capture runtime contexts.
Second, PerfProbe is complementary to existing app testing
and proﬁling tools. PerfProbe can be used to monitor user interactions with performance issues detected from testing tools
and perform further trace-based diagnosis to help understand
the root cause of the issues. Moreover, PerfProbe complements existing proﬁling-based diagnosis systems in providing
an automated systematic approach that performs lightweight
proﬁling and holistic analysis of app and OS-layer runtime
events to guide the root cause diagnosis of a broad category
of real-world performance issues, which is less extensively
explored. PerfProbe’s cross-layer characterization can provide
systematic root cause reasoning and validation on potentially
runtime-expensive operations detected by existing tools [73],
[84], [82]. PerfProbe leverages Panappticon’s instrumentation
framework [85] to record OS events and Traceview [35],
[20] to capture an app’s call stack, but provides a new

diagnosis approach by systematically associating such crosslayer runtime information to gain holistic understanding on the
cause of performance slowdown. App instrumentation [81],
[61], [67] may achieve lower monitoring overhead compared
to Traceview, but requires speciﬁcation from app developers
and is thus unscalable for systematic localization of code-level
performance variance (i.e., critical function) in arbitrary apps.
Cross-layer analysis: Cross-layer analysis was applied to
investigate the performance of wearable systems [72] and
smartphone platforms [79], [83], [56]. ARO [79] mainly
focuses on radio resource efﬁciency problems rather than app
QoE, while QoE Doctor cannot break down app latencies into
more ﬁne-grained operations, such as disk access and interprocess communication that PerfProbe can address, due to the
lack of system or application event proﬁling.
Performance diagnosis using ML: Previous works [57], [77]
apply machine learning techniques on system logs to diagnose
performance problems in distributed systems. Decision tree
is also used for per-application QoS-to-QoE mapping for
QoE inference of mobile apps [78]. Though PerfProbe also
leverages decision tree learning, the use of decision tree in
the two-step analysis is new and different from them.
VII. D ISCUSSION
We discuss the scope and limitations of PerfProbe and the
threats to the validity of our experiments. First, PerfProbe’s
approach is general to other mobile platforms, e.g., iOS using
Instruments [21]. Second, current PerfProbe targets at performance slowdown occurring occasionally. To diagnose slowdown that consistently occurs, additional mechanism, such as
resource ampliﬁcation [73], [84], [82], can be leveraged to
amplify resource-intensive operations for enabling PerfProbe’s
differential analysis. Third, as the output of PerfProbe, the
critical functions and relevant resource factors facilitate the
root cause analysis of performance issues and may not be
the actual root cause. Forth, the synthetic performance issues
(Table II) are mainly for validating the accuracy in pinpointing
critical functions and relevant resource factors, but the injected
performance causes are ell encountered in our real-world app
deployment and effectively pinpointed by PerfProbe.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
PerfProbe is a mobile performance diagnosis framework
that associates app and OS-layer runtime information in a
lightweight manner to provide holistic, cross-layer insights
to the root cause of unpredictable performance slowdown in
real-world usage. PerfProbe effectively pinpoints code-level
or system resource-layer factors for performance slowdown in
22 Android apps and guides real-world Android developers’
code-level ﬁxing to signiﬁcantly improve app responsiveness.
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